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SOUTH JAPAN
COASTLINES, COLOURS, AND CULTURES | OCTOBER 17 – 30, 2022
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E

xplore the coexistence of nature, art, and architecture on this special tour to South Japan.

Travel from the traditional arts and crafts of the Fukuoka region to Myajima Island’s mystical Itsukushima Shrine, across the
Shimanami Kaido Sea Highway to the scenic Iya Valley, and traverse island-dotted, aquamarine waters to the iconic contemporary
art islands of the Benesse Project. Conclude with four magnificent days in stunning Kyoto.
Many of the museums you will visit rank among the finest examples of contemporary architecture in the world and traditional arts
and crafts are well represented throughout including an extended relaxing stay in Kyoto. November is perhaps the best time of year
to visit, with brilliant autumn colours—deep red and gold of Japanese maple. If you love art, and have been looking for a different
sort of trip to Japan, this is the journey for you. The beauty of Japan will change the way you see.

STUDY LEADER
Paula Swart is a lecturer at the University of British Columbia and has recently been
teaching courses on UNESCO World Heritage sites at the UBC Summer Institute. Paula has
been a museum curator for more than 20 years and holds degrees in art history, history,
and archaeology.
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Miyajima Island,
Hiroshima

OUR ROUTE

SIGNATURE MOMENTS
•

Stay at the famed Benesse House Hotel on the art
island of Naoshima

•

Admire contemporary and traditional art

•

Take in the spectacular fall colours of the Iya Valley

•

Reflect at the museum in Hiroshima

•

Enjoy Japan’s famed gastronomy

•

Discover exquisite gardens and temples
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Iya Valley Hotspring Hotel Hikyo-no-yu

DETAILED ITINERARY
Monday, Oct. 17: Meet in Fukuoka
Arrive at Fukuoka Airport where our local representative will
meet you at the airport and provide a transfer to our hotel in
the centre of Fukuoka, located on the northern shore of Kyushu
Island. This is Japan’s southern- and western-most main island
and one of its most beautiful with spectacular volcanic peaks
and lush, near-tropical coastlines. Activities today depend
on arrival time. Meet with Paula and your tour manager for
a briefing followed by dinner together – Fukuoka is famous
for Mizutaki chicken hot pot and hearty Hakata ramen.
Overnight: Hotel Nikko, Fukuoka 			
Meals: Dinner
Tuesday, Oct. 18: Pottery centres of Saga Prefecture
Start off with a look around the refreshingly rural Saga Prefecture
known for its traditional ceramics made in the legendary pottery
centres of Arita and Imari. The first porcelain made in Japan near
the end of the 16th century was made in this area and artisans
in these towns have been creating high quality ever since with
ancient techniques brought to the island from Korea. We’ll also
visit smaller villages in the area, stopping in Kawachi to admire
the magnificent fall colours at the famed wisteria garden.
Overnight: Hotel Nikko, Fukuoka 			
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Hiroshima Peace Memorial
Wednesday, Oct. 19: Traditional arts and crafts
Today we delve into the myriad expressions of traditional
art in and around Fukuoka. Start the day at the Dazaifu
Tenmangu shrine, spanning more than 3,000 acres. This shrine
was built over the grave of Sugawara no Michizane, a poet who
is worshipped as the god of learning and academic achievements.
At the Kyushu National Museum, see exhibits exploring Japan’s
history of cultural exchange with Asia and Europe. Visit the
Hakata Machiya Furusato-kan folk museum located in a restored
townhouse displaying traditional crafts and the next-door Hakata
Traditional Craft and Design Museum. At the Kushida Shinto
Shrine, we’ll see giant floats used for festivals, and perhaps take
a sip of water at the fountain of eternal youth and at the Tocho-Ji
Buddhist Temple we’ll admire the largest seated wooden Buddha
statue in Japan.
Overnight: Hotel Nikko, Fukuoka
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
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Thursday, Oct. 20: Shinkansen train to Hiroshima
Travel on the famed Shinkansen, Japan’s most efficient
mode of transportation. Note that you’ll pack an overnight bag
as your large bag will be couriered separately. At Hiroshima,
reflect on the moving message of peace at the Peace Memorial
Park and Museum and at the Atomic Bomb Dome. Explore the
town itself, a leafy city with wide boulevards, and sample the
renowned local sake.
Overnight: Hotel Granvia, Hiroshima 			
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Friday, Oct. 21: Miyajima Island
The mystical Itsukushima Shrine built on the water is a
World Heritage Site and from ancient times the island itself
was worshipped as a god. We’ll travel by local train and ferry
to Miyajima Island to view the iconic shrine, built in 593CE.
With the blue sea in front, the green of the forest of Mount
Misen behind, and the vermilion of the shrine, this is one of
the essential ‘Three Views of Japan’. As we explore the brilliant
fall colours of Maple Valley, we’ll stop at the Daishoin Temple,
the oldest on the island housing several Buddhist images.
Overnight: Hotel Granvia, Hiroshima 			
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Saturday, Oct. 22: Along the Shimanami Kaido Sea Highway
Between the islands of Shikoku and Honshu lies the Seto
Inland Sea. A chain of island straddles this body of water,
linked by the Shimanami Kaido, a highway with spectacular
suspension bridges over the sea passages. We’ll enjoy the
scenic drive, stopping along the way at the Ikuo Hirayama
Museum dedicated to one of Japan’s most famous painters
on Ikuchi-jima Island, at the Oyamazumi Shrine on Oshima
Island, home to the gods of the sea and site of a 2,600 yearold sacred camphor tree, and at the Heike Clan Traditional
House on Tokushima Island displaying hunders of original
treasures dating from the 12th century. We’re staying
overnight in the deep wooded Iya Valley surrounded by
steep mountains with gorges, rivers, and waterfalls.
Overnight: Iya Valley Hotspring Hotel Hikyo-no-yu
(Japanese style room) 				
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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JAPAN IS A PLACE WHERE EYE-POPPING
MODERNITY AND LONG-STANDING
TRADITIONS HARMONIOUSLY COEXIST.
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100 Stepped Garden
Sunday, Oct. 23: Iya Valley, Takamatsu
Enjoy a leisurely morning, with a walk in the scenic Iya Valley
or a soak in the natural hot spring of our hotel. We’ll visit the
home of a local chef in a nearby mountain village to learn to
make soba noodles for lunch. Then we’re off to Takamatsu
where we visit the Ritsurin Garden, one of the most famous
historical gardens in Japan. This outstanding garden was
built in the early Edo period and features many ponds, historic
trees, and beautiful pavilions, set against the background
of wooded Mt. Shiun.
Overnight: JR Hotel Clement, Takamatsu 		
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Monday, Oct. 24: Teshima Island and Benesse House
More island hopping today as we set out by ferry to the
islands of Teshima and Naoshima, both exciting destinations
for contemporary art. On Teshima, we’ll visit the Art Museum,
a monumental concrete shell which resembles a water droplet
at the moment of landing, intimately connecting nature and
architecture. At the Teshima Heart Archive, you can listen
to tens of thousands of registered heartbeats from around
the world on a loop in the ‘heart room’. A second ferry
takes us to Naoshima Island where countless contemporary
artworks dot the landscape. We’re staying over night at
Benesse House Resort, a museum where visitors can sleep.
The minimal architecture designed by the renowned Tadao
Ando with expanses of concrete glass and wood is the perfect
complement to the surrounding nature and artworks.
Overnight: Benesse House 				
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Tuesday, Oct. 25: Naoshima Island, Naruto
We continue our art explorations today, visiting three
spectacular sites where nature, architecture and art come
in resonance with each other. The Chichu Art Museum
was constructed mostly underground to avoid impacting
the beautiful natural scenery. The museum still lets in an
abundance of natural light that changes the ambiance of
the space throughout the day and along the seasons – the
perfect venue for viewing the visually rich works of artists
such as Claude Monet and James Turrell. The Lee Ufan
Museum displays paintings and sculptures by the artist,
one of the leading figures of the “School of Things”
contemporary art movement. The Art House Project in
the Honmura district sees artists taking empty houses
scattered about residential areas and turning the spaces
themselves into works of art, weaving in history and
memories of the period when the buildings were lived in.
At the end of the day, we take the ferry back to Takamatsu
and drive on to Naruto and our hotel overlooking the sea.
Overnight: AoAwo Naruto Resort, Naruto 		
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
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Wednesday, Oct. 26: Across Awaji Island to Kyoto
Start the day at the fascinating Otsuka International
Museum which displays a vast collection of artwork including
over 1,000 accurate replicas of western painting including
reproductions of the entire halls of the Sistine Chapel, Monet’s
Water Lillies, and Picasso’s Guernica. Then we’re head to
Kyoto, driving across Awaji Island to Yumebutai where we
stop to visit the Tadao Ando designed complex featuring the
‘100 Stepped Garden’, a group of 100 flower beds in small
square gardens arranged in grids across several levels. We
arrive in Kyoto this evening for a four-night stay.
Overnight: Hotel Noku, Kyoto 			
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Thursday, Oct. 27: Pavilions and Gardens
Begin our exploration of Kyoto at the Ginkakuji Silver
Pavilion, built as a shogun’s retirement home and converted
to a Zen temple upon his death. We’ll walk the circular route
around its grounds, taking in the buildings and the fine garden.
From here we follow “The Philosopher’s Walk”, a pedestrian
path that follows a cherry-tree-lined canal. The path leads
to the Nanzen-ji Temple with its famous tiger garden and
17th-century painted screens. The Konchi-in Gardens, said
to have been designed as a two-dimensional picture, can
be viewed from the veranda of the main hall of the temple.
At the National Museum, we’ll admire the fine collection
of archeological relics, sculpture, ceramics, and calligraphy.
Overnight: Hotel Noku, Kyoto 			
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Benesse House
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Tea ceremony

Friday, Oct. 28: Zen Temples, Tea Ceremony
Today we explore two excellent expressions of Japanese Zen.
The 14th-century Daitoku-ji Temple is designated a “Special
Place of Scenic Beauty”; the vast complex includes a main
temple surrounded by 22 sub-temples set in the midst of
tranquil natural scenery. Each temple has its own Zen gardens,
including the Daisen-in Teien Garden, a small space filled with
metaphorical Zen elements.

Saturday, Oct. 29: Nijo Castle, Temples
The first shogun of the Edo period built a magnificent residence
in Kyoto in 1603. After the fall of the shogunate, Nijo Castle
was used as an imperial palace; its buildings are one of the
best surviving examples of castle palace architecture of Japan’s
feudal era. Unlike other castles built for defense, Nijo is built
mainly of cypress wood and its lavish interiors decorated with
delicate woodcarvings and painted screens. At the Chishakuin, we’ll enjoy a fine example of the synthesis of architecture
and landscape. The interior is extensively decorated in both
modern and traditional shoheki-ga paintings. At the superb
Sanjusanged-do Temple we’ll admire 1001 wooden statues of
Kannon, the Buddhist goddess of mercy and at the Kiyomizu
Temple on Mount Otowa, we’ll stand on the vast wooden
veranda to admire the views of the cherry and maple trees that
explode in a rush of fall colour, the perfect conclusion to our
Japan adventure.
Overnight: Hotel Noku, Kyoto			
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Nijo Castle

The Moss Temple complex (Saiho-ji) transports you to an
extraordinary sea of green, with over 120 varieties of moss
creating waves of blues and greens. As visitors here, we are
asked to contribute to the observances of kito and shakyo
(the chanting and copying Buddhist scriptures). Later, we
experience a traditional tea ceremony; the tea master will
describe both the history of Uji tea and the protocols to be
observed during a tea gathering. Enjoy free time this
afternoon to continue exploring.
Overnight: Hotel Noku, Kyoto 			
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

Sunday, Oct. 30: Depart Kyoto
Our tour concludes after breakfast today. You will make
independent arrangements to transfer to Osaka Kansai
Airport via the Haruka Express Train, or continue with
an optional extension to Tokyo. 			
Meals: Breakfast

© Christian Kaden

Note: The itinerary and accommodation described in this tour
brochure are subject to change due to logistical arrangements
and to take advantage of local events.

Moss Temple Complex
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Aerial view of Chichu Art Museum

TOUR DETAILS
Tour Cost (per person): Approx US$7995
Including all taxes and gratuities.
Single Supplement: US$1550
We would be happy to try to match you with a suitable roommate. If we are unable to, the single supplement will apply.
This will be collected at 90 days prior to departure.
Group Size: 12 – 16 participants
What’s Included:
• Transfer on arrival from Fukuoka Airport to the Hotel
• Accommodation based on double occupancy in hotels
listed or similar
• Meals as specified in the itinerary
• Transportation by private coach
• Shinkansen train from Fukuoka to Hiroshima
• Sightseeing with qualified English-speaking guides
• All entrance fees to sites visited with the group
• All gratuities for group services
• All taxes
• Fully escorted by Paula Swart and our Japanese
Tour Manager

Not Included:
• Roundtrip airfare from your home to Japan
• Departure transfer from Kyoto hotel
• Cancellation / Interruption and Medical Insurance
• Items of a personal nature
• Additional arrangements required due to any emergency
or other situation

Payment Details:
A non-refundable deposit of US$500 per person
is required to reserve a space on this tour. A second
payment of US$1000 per person is due six months
prior to departure. Final payment is due 90 days prior
to departure.

HOW TO BOOK
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to secure your booking.

1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com
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WHAT TO EXPECT

Joining Instructions
This tour begins with our briefing and
welcome dinner at 5PM on October 17th.
Please ensure that you arrive in Fukuoka
by 3PM to join the group. All travellers
arriving on the start date of the tour
will be met on arrival and transferred
to the group hotel. This transfer is
included in the cost of the tour. When
you book the designated pre-trip
accommodation with Worldwide
Quest, your transfer from the airport to
our group hotel on arrival is included.
If you are making your own pre-trip
arrangements, this transfer can be
provided at additional cost. Please note
that departure transfers are not included.

Weather
We expect dry autumn days in October.
Daily highs will be about 23°C and daily
lows about 13°C. Kyoto’s many parks
explode with dazzling autumn colour
and chrysanthemums create beautiful
displays. There is usually a light breeze
during the day.

Transportation
We will be travelling in a comfortable
air-conditioned vehicle driven by a
professional driver. We will be using the
bullet train from Fukuoka to Hiroshima.

Level of Activity: Moderate
This tour involves walking tours
throughout. We will also be walking
extensively in temples, galleries and
in gardens. You should be comfortable
walking on uneven terrain and be able
to walk for periods of up to two hours.
Note that most galleries and museums
do not have elevators. Should you have
any questions about your ability to take
part in this tour, please give us a call.

Accommodation
In larger centres, we are staying in
first class hotels with western beds,
each located in the city centre. The
Iya Valley Hot Springs Hotel is one
of Japan’s three major hot spring
spots where we can enjoy traditional
hospitality. Benesse House is a
spectacular gallery hotel with chic
minimalist accommodation. The
Noku Hotel is located at the southwest
corner of Kyoto’s Imperial Palace
complex that showcases the artisanal
spirit of Kyoto life.

Travel Documents
You will require a passport for this trip.
Please ensure it is valid for at least
six months beyond your scheduled
return home. A visa is not required for
Canadian passport holders. Before
booking, please refer to the Canadian
government website to obtain travel
advice for the destination(s) you are
visiting: www.travel.gc.ca

Tourism Industry
Association of Ontario

#SafeTravels
Worldwide Quest has been awarded
the World Travel and Tourism Council’s
#SafeTravels Stamp for adopting
health and hygiene global standardized
protocols. Learn more.
COVID-19 Entry and Travel Requirements
All travellers on Worldwide Quest tours are required to be fully vaccinated and
prepared to show proof of vaccination as per local regulations. Please refer to
these websites for current requirements:
Canada: https://travel.gc.ca/travel-covid
Japan: https://www.japan.travel/en/coronavirus/
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ADDITIONAL INFO
Terms and Conditions
For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer to your booking form, the current brochure or our website.
All participants booking with Worldwide Quest are covered by the terms of the Ontario Travel Industry Act (Worldwide Quest
International, Ontario - License # 2667946).
Cancellation Policy
All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial deposit for any land tour to another tour 90 days or more
prior to your scheduled departure date. Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable and non-transferable. Your second payment
and your final payment are non-refundable and non-transferable. If you cancel within 90 days prior to trip departure, all associated
trip costs are non-refundable. The tour price is quoted as a package. No partial refunds or credits will be given for services not
used. In the event of a cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest immediately and in writing.
Travel Insurance
We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical insurance in place, should an unexpected event cause
you to cancel or interrupt your trip or should the tour not be operable per our terms and conditions. We will offer you Manulife
insurance coverage. Medical insurance including emergency medical evacuation coverage is mandatory on all our tours.

TRAVEL WITH ALUMNI UBC
It’s your travel experience.
Indulge your curiosity as we take you to unique places
you’ve always dreamed about.
UBC experts and knowledgeable local hosts provide
context. That allows you to develop a deep connection
to the people you meet and the cultures, cuisines and
landscapes you’re exploring.
•
•
•

Best value in educational travel
Meaningful local experiences
Thoughtful itineraries

VISIT WORLDWIDEQUEST.COM/ALUMNIUBC TO BROWSE ALL TOURS
LED BY EXCEPTIONAL UBC STUDY LEADERS.
Active & Wellness | Nature & Wildlife | Food & Wine | Arts & Culture
TICO#: 2667946

The University of British Columbia Alumni Association will not be responsible for the financing, the arranging, or the conducting of these tours.
They assume no liability or responsibility for damages or financial loss to person howsoever arising from the negligence, omission or otherwise
of travel services arranged through Worldwide Quest International. Refer to the General Terms and Conditions established by
Worldwide Quest International with respect to participating in this tour.
WORLDWIDEQUEST 491 KING ST. E. TORONTO, ON M5A 1L9
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